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The Scientific ConsensusThe Scientific Consensus

“  Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now 
d  f  b  f   l b l   evident from observations of increases in global average air 

and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice 
and rising global average sea level.” g g g .

IPCC, 2007,
(AR4, Synthesis, Summary for Policymakers  - http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/syr/en/spms1.html)



l f lBelief in Climate 
Change Fell from 
2008-2010
(Marquette-Pyatt and Shwom, et al, 
forthcoming 2011)



Averages are MisleadingAverages are Misleading

Percent of Percent of 
respondents 
saying that they 
b li  l b l believe global 
warming has 
already begun, 
b  by party
(McCright & Dunlap, 
2008)



Averages are MisleadingAverages are Misleading

Percents of Percents of 
respondents 
saying that the 

i  f seriousness of 
global warming 
is generally 

d i  exaggerated in 
the news, by 
party
(M C i ht & D l  (McCright & Dunlap, 
2008)



“If th  l  k   i ” “If they only knew more science.” 



Political orientation moderates the effects 
of educational attainment/knowledge
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Hamilton, 2011, Climatic Change



If only they knew moreIf only they knew more….
Rajendra Pachauri:

“There is an opportunity 
for much political debate 
when you start to predict when you start to predict 
the impact of climate 
change on specific g p
regions.  But if you want 
action you must provide 
thi  i f ti  this information 
(Scheiermeir, 2003). 



Information Effects Experiment:

 Mail survey (500 in MI, 500 in VA)
 Half of each sample given information about regional climate change impacts   Half of each sample given information about regional climate change impacts, 

Half of each sample given information about national climate change impacts
 N=316 (38% response rate)
 Close-ended questions 
 Demographics
 Social psychological variablesp y g
 Climate change policy support

No Significant difference in policy support g p y pp
was found between different treatments.



The Role of Values:The Role of Values:
Why information alone is not enough



Causal Model of Climate Change Policy 
S tSupport

Dietz et. al., 2007



FindingsFindings

 Trusted sources (more trust in environmental org. scientist, 
less trust in industry scientist) was the strongest direct 
predictor of climate change policy supportpredictor of climate change policy support

 Values (altruistic vs  egoistic  and openness to change) and  Values (altruistic vs. egoistic, and openness to change) and 
beliefs (NEP) were the strongest indirect predictors of policy 
support.



Possible Explanation:
Bi d A i il tiBiased Assimilation



Implications for CommunicationImplications for Communication

 Understand the limitations of more information about 
climate change science and impacts

 In conversation, be transparent about value statements and 
statements of factstatements of fact

 Understand trust is driven by already held beliefs and y y
historical interactions, but can be built through repeated face 
to face interactions


